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Summary of 
session plan

We divided up our session into three activities to see how the kids 
responded to different types of interactions that we were considering 
for a space junk-themed game.


Shape Maker (2-3 min) Light Catcher (3-4 min) Space Junk 1.0 (4-5 min)
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Shape maker1

Rui held up a piece of paper with a shape on it and each 
kid would try to make that shape with their body. While 
most of the shapes were completed individually, the last 
few shapes were completed in pairs. We gave each kid a 
point for successfully making the shape and tallied up 
the scores with an iPad scoreboard app.



Correctly make the 
displayed shape with your 
body.

2-3 min.
Goal Time Players

How it worked

Artifacts

3 players

Shapes to show with body

Scoreboard
B

A

A

B
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Light catcher2

Rachel and Rui each had flashlights that they pointed at 
the wall. Each player was tasked with making a circle 
shape around the flashlight projection with their arms. 
Each time they successfully did this, they would get a 
point and the light would turn off, then appear in a 
different place on the wall. Each round lasted 30 seconds 
and we tallied up the points using an iPad app. We 
played 3 rounds so each kid could play twice.

How it worked

Artifacts

Flashlights

Timer

A

B

Catch the light as many 
times as possible within 
30 seconds.

3-4 min.
Goal Time Players

2 players

B

A
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Space junk 1.03

In the game, there were shapes falling from the top of 
the screen toward a spaceship at the bottom of the 
screen. One player controlled the direction of the 
spaceship by shifting their weight left and right on a 
balance board. The other player pressed physical buttons 
representing each shape to capture the shape when the 
spaceship was positioned below it.

How it worked

Artifacts

Balance boardA

Shape buttonsB

Video game

Timer

C

D

Work together to collect as 
much space junk as 
possible.

3-4 min.
Goal Time Players

2 players

A

B

C

D
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Kids are energized 
by challenges & 
competition.


Kids enjoy physical 
engagement & 
embodiment.


A few kids said that they liked 
the games because they were 
challenging. As one kid said: 
“It’s hard, but I kinda like it.”


Many of the kids said they 
liked the light catcher game 
because it involved a lot of 
movement. This preference 
for physical engagement was 
echoed in the debrief session.



Insight 1 Insight 2
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Kids want more 
visual & auditory 
feedback.


Kids have ideas about 
how to build things 
from space junk.




The sounds in the space junk 
game amped up the 
excitement among the kids: “I 
like buttons because they 
make the sound.”



A few kids expressed interest in 
building something at the end of 
the game—such as a house or a 
sculpture—using the collected 
space junk.




Insight 3 Insight 4
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Kids have different 
preferences for roles 
within the game.


Some kids enjoyed the games 
because they were challenging (“it’s 
hard and fun”), and others prefered 
a more relaxed experience 
(“[the buttons are] less work which 
means less stress”).




Insight 5

However, the roles 
within the game 
need to be clarified.



When the kids were cooperatively 
playing the space junk game, some 
were confused about what they 
were controlling within the game. 
As one kid said: “Which one of us is 
the rocket?”

Insight 6
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Kids enjoyed both competitive 
and cooperative games.

We expected them to strongly prefer the 
competitive games.

1

2 Kids enjoyed both space junk 
game roles (balance board & 
shape buttons).

We were concerned that kids would be more 
attracted to the balance board, but there 
turned out to be an even split between which 
roles kids prefered.

Surprises and challenges
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One child did not want to 
participate in activities at 
the beginning. 
She was reluctant to play the shape 
maker game, but we eased her in by 
doing the scoring in the second game 
and she eventually wanted to play. 

The kids got tired quicker than 
we thought they would.


3

4

Surprises and challenges
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We had to end the light catcher game early in 
one session because the kids got tired.




We would elicit 
more feedback 
from the kids.


The kids gave lots of 
one-word answers to our 
questions and generally 
didn’t want to engage in 
conversation. Next time we 
want to think more about 
other ways to get their 
thoughts on the games.

What we would do differently

The kids got tired from 
jumping during the light 
catcher game and didn’t want 
to complete all  
3 rounds.


We would shorten 
games that require 
physical exertion.


We would make the games 
more durable. The kids were 
not gentle with the spaceship 
game and it required a few 
repairs during the sessions, 
but we’re happy that they 
were excited!

We would make 
the game materials 
more durable.
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Incorporating 
insights into 
our game


 visualize their roles
include more auditory and visual feedback.



making the gameplay flexible

the strategy that each player uses

more embodied interactions

adaptable design

Think more about how to help kids  in the game and 

Consider  enough to accommodate both 
casual and competitive players.



Focus on  during the game to either be 
more integrated together or more independent.



Explore  such as jumping, running, 
punching, catching, etc. 



Think about  to satisfy different needs, physical 
capacities, and accessibility considerations.




Thank you!


